
 

 

PRESSE RELEASE 

Whitepaper 

Detego releases practice-oriented guide for IoT in fashion stores 

London/Graz, April 30th, 2018 — Detego, a market leader in real-time business intelligence for the fashion retail 

industry, is releasing its latest whitepaper, providing valuable information on the use of Internet of Things 

(IoT) in fashion stores. Titled as "The perfect customer relationship – How fashion stores leverage Internet of 

Things (IoT) technologies to put the customer in focus of all activities ", fashion retailers get a practice-

oriented guide that highlights the most important aspects such as: Why should fashion retailers deal with 

IoT?, What problems could be solved in the stores?, What results can be expected? Retail decision makers 

need to deal with IoT if increased article availability, exact inventories, interaction with customers and 

operational excellence in the stores are set as objectives. The 35-page guide sheds light on the triangle of 

"customer", "processes in the store" and "deployment of new technologies" and shows how the use of IoT 

benefits retailers and ultimately the customer. The whitepaper is available for download on the Detego website.  

Detego discusses the various IoT technologies as a way for retailers to realize the perfect customer relationship. Based 

on customer’s needs, the practical tips are divided into 1. Self-service in the store: The customer as the main actor, 2. 

Brand Ambassador: The customer as influencer, 3. Co-Value Creation: The customer as partner and 4. Predictive 

Analytics: The Customer as creator of the future. All four subchapters describe what retailers can do to connect with 

the customer and enable an interaction in the store.  

In addition, infrastructural prerequisites such as the optimal process support through IoT technology and in particular 

support for the sales personnel are discussed. With the help of IoT, retailers and their store personnel gain valuable 

data that is translated into recommendations for concrete action to take. In addition to the operational excellence in the 

store, it is primarily about the new shopping experience for the customer. The whitepaper reveals the formula for the 

perfect customer relationship, based on the right technologies and processes and shows how retailers can apply them 

to their business. 

Characters: 2290 

 

Download Whitepaper: „The perfect customer relationship – How fashion stores leverage Internet of Things (IoT) 

technologies to put the customer in focus of all activities“: https://www.detego.com/en/insights-2/download-center/ 

  

https://www.detego.com/en/insights-2/download-center/


About Detego 

Detego, a European retail software provider, was founded in 2011 and is headquartered in London, UK, with offices in Graz, 

Austria and sales representatives throughout Europe. The company develops and distributes a suite of software products that 

provide real-time analysis and article transparency which help prevent out-of-stock situations and ensure optimal product 

availability for fashion retailers. The use of the Detego product portfolio supports the omni-channel and digital strategies of many 

fashion retailers, enabling them to actively manage stores while providing customers with a consistently good shopping 

experience across all channels. Detego’s software is complimented by managed services and software-as-a-service (SaaS), 

along with attractive financing models. Detego‘s customers include international fashion brands, retailers and department stores. 

Detego is already being used in over 1,500 stores. More information can be found at www.detego.com  

 

Detego in Social Media: Xing, LinkedIn or YouTube: 

 

https://www.xing.com/companies/detegogmbh 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/detego-ltd 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ejB_F8FEoWU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWz9fA7RUyc&t=11s  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Olpf2BWAikw  
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